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For the past three years the Accelerator Controls Section has been
responsible for the development of the Heavy Ion Transfer Line (HITL)
used to inject heavy ions created at the Tandem Van de Graaff into the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). This was recognized as an
opportunity to test new ideas for control of a beam line, which if
successful, could be implemented in an upgrade of the existing control
system for the AGS.

The in place control system for the AGS consisted of DEC PDP10
computer as the primary computer interface to the accelerator via three
control room consoles, and keeper of the device database. For the HITL
project it was decided to make the control system a true distributed
network putting more computing power down at the device level via
intelligent subsystems. A network of Apollo workstations was added at
the host level. Apollos run a distributed operating system and are
connected to each other by the Domain Token Ring Network. The Apollos
were seen as the new primary computers for consoles with each console
containing at least one Apollo. These hosts and all other subsystems
are connected to each other via an in house developed LAN (RELWAY).
All connections to RELWAY are made through comboxes. A coinbox
provides the access channel to RELWAY. It performs the following
functions: cable interface from RELWAY; modem receiver; modem
transmitter; status display of main and branch lines; buffering of
incoming and outgoing main line data; flow control and buffering of
branch line traffic. Devices are communicated with through two more
levels of hardware, stations and device controllers. Stations are
Intel 8086 processors and are responsible for passing communications
from comboxes (via branch line) to the device controllers (via either
IEEE-488 branch or logical multibus shared memory branch) and back and
maintaining the on-line database, or live information about devices.
This information is kept current by the station polling the device
controllers periodically and keeping this information in its local
database. This device information can be requested in report format
by the host computers. Additionally, the stations are the primary
watchers of devices. By maintaining the on-line database, the stations
know what states and setpoints devices should have and will report
exceptions unsolicited to the alarm receiver running on one of the host
computers for display at the consoles. The stations also append or
strip network level destination protocols. The device controllers are
responsible for the real time control and data acquisition of the
devices and the passing of this information back to the stations.
Device controllers may control one or many devices.

The design of the control system developed for HITL was mostly
successful. The proposed AGS Booster is designed to be a synchrotron
injector for the AGS, capable of accelerating protons from 200 MeV
to 1.5 GeV (with the possibility of an upgrade to 2,5 GeV), at a
repetition rate of 7.5 HZ, and capable of accelerating heavy ions to a
magnetic rigidity equal to 17.52 tesla-meters at a 1 Hz repetition
rate. With the forthcoming development of the Booster for the AGS we
again have an opportunity to implement new ideas for accelerator
control.

One weakness of the HITL control system is the limited cpu power
and poor debugging facilities of the stations. A proposed improvement
is to replace the Intel 8086 station processors with Apollo 3000 series
computers. This will give more computing power (approx 1 MIP) and
higher level language development at the station. Communications over
RELWAY can be eliminated allowing easier interprocess communications
and data sharing between the host and station. Apollo now provides the
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choice of running Domain Token Ring or Ethernet opening up the
possibilities of network configuration. We are looking at three
possible scenarios. The first is one Domain ring including both hosts
and stations. The second is two Domain rings, one for hosts, one for
stations. The third possibility is to have the hosts on Domain and the
stations on Ethernet. In any of these cases any of the Apollos can be
connected to Ethernet allowing the possible addition of any types of
machines which run Ethernet that would be beneficial to the control
system.

Languages play an important part in our control system. The bulk
of control programs are now written in C and FORTRAN. Most new
code development for control programs is done in C. Model programs
(e.g. MAD) are written in FORTRAN. LISP code provides heuristic
knowledge about the accelerator. VI Dataviews provides object oriented
graphic displays for building mimic type control programs. Dataviews
provides the means of building custom tailored graphic interfaces using
an interactive graphics editor capable of connecting graphic objects to
accelerator data either by static files or mapped memory files, or
objects can be connected to processes themselves. All these languages
run on Apollos and are able to call each of the others with parameter
passing and shared memory capabilities easily. We have been able to
run LISP code communicating with accelerator instrumentation via C code
and building an input deck for MAD, invoking MAD automatically and
displaying the results graphically.

We are still in our infancy but progressing at a rapid rate and
feel that with these improvements in our architecture and increased
computing power, model based control is not just a possibility but will
become a reality in the not too distant future.
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